Proven Reliability, Resale Value

And Now Fuel Economy

Allison Beats The Eaton Procision® Dual Clutch Transmission

Procision® is a registered trademark of Eaton Corporation.

Increased Fuel Economy
Thanks To FuelSense Technology
®

FuelSense® is the next generation in fuel-savings technology from Allison Transmission, easily providing
your fleet and drivers with the tools necessary to maximize fuel economy and maintain productivity.
Now you can have the reliable, driver-friendly operation of an Allison fully automatic transmission
and improve your fuel economy. This unique package of software and electronic controls maximizes
operational efficiency, finding the right gear to save you fuel and money.

Nothing Makes The Grade
Like An Allison
The dual clutch transmission (DCT) is the latest
attempt to copy what an Allison already does…
provide reliable, powerful performance for
commercial-duty start-stop cycles. Developed
to act like a fully automatic transmission,
the DCT is unproven to stand up under the
stress and strain of your fleet.

A dual clutch transmission (DCT)
is not a suitable alternative to an
Allison fully automatic transmission.

Allison Delivers 5% Better
Fuel Economy Vs. Eaton Procision

®

Certified, third-party fuel economy testing has proven the Allison 2500 Series™ automatic with
FuelSense® technology beats the Eaton Procision® dual clutch transmission (DCT) by five percent.
In addition to Allison’s already proven record as the industry choice for reliability and resale value,
you now have another reason to spec an Allison fully automatic transmission in your vehicles: proven
superiority in fuel economy.

The Results Speak For Themselves
Two equally spec’d class 7 trucks were tested by a certified, third-party at an independent testing
facility in West Texas. One truck had an Allison 2500 Series™ automatic transmission with FuelSense
technology. The other had an Eaton Procision® dual clutch transmission (DCT). After extensive testing,
the truck with the Allison transmission proved itself the winner.
		

Allison With FuelSense®

Eaton Procision®

Difference

50,000

50,000

Same

Fuel Price

$2.60 Gal

$2.60 Gal

Same

Fuel Economy

7.08 MPG

6.74 MPG

5% Better

Fuel Per Year

7,065 Gals

7,418 Gals

353 Gals

$18,369

$19,288

$918.47 Savings

Annual Mileage

Fuel Cost Per Year

*Based on 5% better Fuel Economy, 50,000 miles/year, 7 MPG, $2.60 per gallon of fuel.
**Procision® is a registered trademark of Eaton Corporation.
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Designed Specifically
For Commercial Applications
Allison’s fully automatic transmission was developed to deliver reliable performance under the
toughest, real-world conditions from start-stop applications to heavy-duty hauling. The dual clutch
transmission (DCT) was originally designed for automobiles to simulate the smooth start up of the
fully automatic transmission.

Higher Average Speeds
For Increased Productivity
An Allison fully automatic transmission with torque converter accelerates quicker and delivers
a higher average speed that translates into more trips and better productivity. Less downtime
due to repairs also ensures your vehicles spend more time on the job. A dual clutch transmission
(DCT) attempts to replicate the reliable, smooth power of a fully automatic transmission.
A dual clutch transmission (DCT) does not multiply engine torque at start, and power
is interrupted in top ranges, which decreases performance. The unproven technology
of a dual clutch transmission (DCT) could make your fleet unproductive if it’s in the
shop instead of on the road.
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Effortless Starts,
Wear-Free Performance
Allison’s torque converter smoothly multiplies high engine torque, providing a smooth,
wear-free vehicle start up. Dual clutch transmissions (DCTs) rely on a clutch to start
vehicle movement.

A Fail-Safe Decision
For Your Fleet
In the event of a failure, Allison’s unique fail-safe controls
are designed to stay in gear. This allows a vehicle to continue
operation and get the driver, passengers and the vehicle safely
off the road.

Different Models
For Different Needs
Allison offers several model choices, giving you ultimate control over selecting the features and power
you need. Purchasing the right automatic transmission to transport your precious cargo is an important
decision. With an Allison, not only are you choosing the industry leader, you are choosing the transmission
that has been proven for decades to work in commerical-duty applications. Allison understands
the importance of providing its customers with dependable and durable products that are easy and
cost-effective to maintain year after year.

Driven To Perform
• Continuous Power Technology™ increases performance and productivity in stop-and-go traffic,
even with lower-rated engines
• Easy maintenance reduces downtime and costs with extended product life
• Helical gear design lowers noise emissions
• Greater safety and passenger comfort increase driver satisfaction
• Unmatched and proven reliability for your fleet
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The Power
Of The Torque
Converter
Allison’s torque converter smoothly multiplies engine
torque, delivering more power to the wheels. By multiplying
the engine power, drivers get increased performance,
faster acceleration and greater operational flexibility.

Automatic Versus
Dual Clutch Transmissions
While the manual clutch pedal is gone in a dual clutch
transmission (DCT), a clutch still facilitates the vehicle’s
launch. Dual clutch transmissions (DCTs) do not benefit
from engine torque multiplication, which limits vehicle
performance. Allison Automatics are unique because our
patented torque converter experiences very little wear
and our transmissions require only periodic fluid and filter
changes to maintain peak performance.
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The Allison Promise
Provide the most reliable and valued propulsion
solutions in the world to enable our customers
to work more efficiently.

Quality
Customer Focus
Integrity
Innovation
Teamwork
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Allison Transmission Authorized Service Coverage

A World Of Support
From our headquarters in Indianapolis, Indiana, USA, to our manufacturing plants
in Hungary and India, to approximately 1,400 Allison Authorized Distributors and
Dealers around the globe, you are never far from the products, training, service
and support you demand.
Our support starts from the moment an Allison transmission is specified. We work
with you to ensure that the model and ratings fit your engine to create a tailored
package of powerful performance and reliable efficiency. When you need parts
or service, you can count on global access to factory-trained specialists and
Allison Genuine Parts™.

One Allison Way
Indianapolis, Indiana, USA, 46222-3271
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